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1Abstract Art by Shape Classification
Yi-Zhe Song, David Pickup, Chuan Li, Paul Rosin, and Peter Hall
Abstract—This paper shows that classifying shapes is a tool useful in Non-Photorealistic rendering from photographs. Our classifier
inputs regions from an image segmentation hierarchy and outputs the “best” fitting simple shape such as a circle, square or triangle.
Other approaches to NPR have recognised the benefits of segmentation, but none have classified the shape of segments. By doing so,
we can create artwork of a more abstract nature, emulating the style of modern artists such as Matisse and other artists who favoured
shape simplification in their artwork. The classifier chooses the shape that “best” represents the region. Since the classifier is trained
by a user, the ‘best shape’ has a subjective quality that can over-ride measurements such as minimum error and more importantly
captures user preferences. Once trained, the system is fully automatic, although simple user interaction is also possible to allow for
differences in individual tastes. A gallery of results shows how this classifier contributes to NPR from images by producing abstract
artwork.
✦
1 INTRODUCTION
Image-based Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) aims
to process photographs into artwork. The problem is
difficult for many reasons that are not limited to the
variety of implements used to make marks (e.g. pencil,
brush), the variety of media (e.g. oil, watercolor), and
the variety of substrates (e.g. paper, canvas). In addition,
the wide gamut of distinct styles or schools of artwork
means that the literature in NPR comprises a collection
of techniques each of which are intended to emulate a
small subset of styles.
Initial research in image based NPR used filters to
emulate brush strokes, a tradition that continues. Fil-
tering is able to emulate styles such as impressionism
and other schools that are figurative in nature. However,
many schools of art are characterised by changes to
the underlying geometry of parts and the relationship
between the parts. Examples can be found throughout
history (e.g. Egyptian art, Mediaeval Art, Cubism) and
across the world (e.g. Chinese Art, African Art). These
styles cannot be emulated by filtering alone.
The contribution of this paper is to provide NPR from
images with a method for producing abstract artwork
that has hitherto proven impossible. Specifically, we use
image regions as graphic primitives; the regions are
detected using image segmentation and rendered only
after they have been converted to some shape. The key
to this is our shape classifier, which we introduce to
automatically decide which one of several fitted shapes
“best” represents a region in an image segmentation. We
designed our classifier specifically for use within NPR,
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it accepts arbitrary regions as input and returns a fitted
shape chosen from one of a set of qualitative shapes such
as ellipse, rectangle, or triangle.
The classifier allow us to emulate works by artists like
Kandinsky and the later works of Matisse, as typified
by his paper cut-outs. These artists transform complex
geometric shapes into much simpler forms, typically
circles, squares or triangles, or else shapes resembling
convex hulls, for example. Segments also allow us to
move away from stroke based NPR, so that we can make
pictures from cloth, paper, marble blocks, wood, etc.
Broadly, our system works as follows. First we seg-
ment an image to obtain a hierarchy of regions, with
small segments at the leaves of the tree and larger
segments towards the root. Next we optimally fit sev-
eral simple geometric shapes such as rectangles, trian-
gles, circles, convex hull and so on to each segment.
The classifier chooses the ‘best’ geometric shape from
amongst those fitted. Hence, a generally circular seg-
ment is represented by a circle, a more-or-less square
segment is given a square and so on. The convex hull
is used whenever the segment has no particular shape.
A supervised training paradigm is adopted for classifier
generation, allowing for differences in user preference.
Finally the geometry shapes are rendered, largest first
so as to preserve salient detail. The system is able to
work automatically using a default set of rendering
parameters, though user interaction is also possible.
2 BACKGROUND
The aim of NPR from images is to render real world
photographs into artwork. This is a complex problem
for many reasons, not limited to the diversity of media,
of substrates, of styles of art work. The underlying
problem is image understanding: the more an agent is
able to recognise and understand image content, the
more versatile it is when rendering. This is because
creating artwork is, at root, a process of abstraction in
which salient elements of a scene are given greater em-
phasis than non-salient elements. Unfortunately, image
2understanding is such a complex problem that there has
been no satisfactory solution to date, and none is likely
in the near future. Nonetheless, it is possible to create
high quality NPR from images, as this potted history
reflects.
NPR from images can be traced back to the semi-
automated paint systems of the early nineties [1], [2]
which construct artwork as a sequence of virtual brush
strokes. These influential papers side-stepped the ques-
tion of image understanding by including the user —
a trend still in evidence within the many interactive
systems that exist today.
Media emulation is a natural consideration and has
been with NPR from the early years [3]. The liter-
ature has produced algorithms capable of rendering
photographs into oil paintings [4], cross hatchings [5],
[6], and watercolors [7], to name but a few. Interest
in emulating media continues [8], [9]. One of the
most important questions any stoke based NPR system
that strives for full automation must answer is: where
should strokes be placed? Hertzmann goes some way
to answer this by rendering strokes, at multiple scales,
along contrast edges in an image [10], others use genetic
search to direct stroke placement towards a salience
map [11]. Media emulation is tangential to the concerns
of this paper: we are happy to use media emulation
during rendering, but our focus is an abstraction that
is independent of media, as our results (Section 8) show.
Filtering is related to media emulation in that strokes
are replaced by filtered pixel values. Filtering, though,
inevitably relates directly to pixel values whereas media
emulation can be wholly interactive, with no underlying
picture necessary (the user is given a paintbox). Filtering
methods are low level, meaning the methods assume
little about image content and are therefore widely ap-
plicable. This is a very attractive characteristic, and the
approach has a proven track record in producing high
quality NPR from images [12], [13], [14], [15].
The purpose of filtering can be thought of as en-
hancing important detail. Similar to the problem facing
automatic stroke placement, filtering algorithms must
decide which areas of an image are important. Low-
level image processes such as edge-maps [4] or color
variance maps [16] have been used, and modern filtering
methods have been developed that are “edge aware”
[15], [17]. However, stroke placement and filtering are
both improved if their outputs depend on information
gathered from across the whole image, rather than a local
image patch. This is in line with the idea that artworks
are abstractions of the visual world: the importance of
any one component depends on what other components
are present. The typical approach is to use salience
maps. Some use sophisticated interaction like eye track-
ing [18], others use salience maps that are automatically
computed [11], [19], [20] so that an automatic painting
system can focus on important areas of an image.
Segmentation is of prime concern here, its value in
extending the gamut of NPR to abstract styles was recog-
nized early [21] . The purpose of image segmentation is
to partition an image into its semantic components, with
no knowledge of what those components are. There is
no segmentation algorithm that matches human perfor-
mance, but state of the art is impressive nonetheless (e.g.
[22], [23]. The value of segmentation to NPR from images
is that it provides a mid-level model of the image to work
with. So rather than having to deal with small patches
of image that are essentially meaningless, the renderer
deals with regions that have at least a weak semantic
attribute, such as “this region is colour coherent”.
For example, Mould [24], and later Setlur et al. [25]
synthesize stained glass renderings by generating
translucent texture patches, driven by a region segmenta-
tion. In the latter case, image content within each region
determines the appearance of glass shards by visually
querying a texture database. Collomosse and Hall [26]
cut-out, re-arranged and distorted segmented image re-
gions to create Cubist-like renderings from photographs.
Xu et al use segments to produce Chinese paper cut-out
art [27], while Orchard et al produce mosaics [28]. By
replacing regions of an image with whole objects, Huang
et al are able to produce Arcimboldo-like collages [29]. Fi-
nally, video segmentation is necessary to stabilise strokes
when they are painted over moving objects [30], [31].
Mould provides an excellent summary of the use of
regions in NPR from images [32].
We classify segmented regions into one of a few
shapes, which allows us to develop NPR towards the
abstraction of artists such as Matisse or Kadinsky. Aside
from this prime reason, we also take advantage of re-
gions while rendering: in addition to painting regions
with strokes we use textures to create marquetry images,
marble mosaics, and cloth ”stick ons”. (see Section 8 for
examples)
3 OVERVIEW
Our method is simple at heart: (i) build a segmentation
hierarchy, (ii) decide the shape of the segments, then (iii)
render the image using the shapes. Deciding the shape
of a segment has two sub-steps: fit a set of candidate
simple shapes, then choose the best amongst them.
Section 4 describes how we use a state of the art
method to segment images into a set of layers, from
fine grained (small segments) to coarse grained (large
segments).
We optimally fit various shapes (rectangles, triangles,
circles, superellipses, and a convex hull) to each segment,
as described in Section 5. Which one of these shapes is
used to represent the segment is decided by a classifier.
As described in Section 6, our classifier makes an optimal
classification by learning from users. Users choose which
simple shape they believe best fits a randomly selected
segment. Using a supervised training paradigm here is
important since users often have different judgements
towards what is the “best shape” that fits a region. Once
it has been trained, the classifier is fully automatic.
3(a) original image (b) Unfiltered UCM hierar-
chy [22]
(c) Level 1 of filtered UCM
hierarchy [23]
(d) Level 4 of filtered UCM
hierarchy [23]
(e) Level 8 of filtered UCM
hierarchy [23]
Fig. 1. Original image, its unfiltered hierarchical image description (98 levels in total), and three representative levels
of the filtered hierarchy (8 levels in total)
The classifier assigns a simple shape to every segment
in each layer. The shapes in the layers can then be
rendered. There are many different rendering options for
segments, Section 7 provides some examples.
4 SEGMENTATION HIERARCHY
Our approach to NPR is underpinned by automatic
image segmentation. The aim of segmentation is to break
an image into its meaningful parts such as ‘dog’, ‘car’,
‘tree’ and so on. This problem is beyond the scope of con-
temporary computer science; but significant progress has
been made in recent years, enough to be of value to NPR.
Among the many available segmentation algorithms,
normalized cut and its variants [33], [34] have been the
most successful. Recently the algorithm proposed by
Arbelaez et al [22] is recognized as providing state of the
art performance, using accepted measures to compare
to human segmentations over the Berkeley database of
images.
Conventional segmentation algorithms often yield in-
terpretations of single scale, hence producing regions
that are either entirely large or small – an artefact that
is not desirable in our particular application setting (i.e.,
NPR). It is commonly acknowledged that artworks often
exhibit an appropriate mixture of visual contents at mul-
tiple scales and various levels of saliency. Therefore, in
this paper we aim to find regions from different segmen-
tation scales, so to preserve an appropriate amount of
detail, while keeping the abstractness. In that respect, we
utilize hierarchical image segmentations instead, where
segmentations from multiple scales are encapsulated.
Aside from its proven performance, Arbelaez et al [22]
conveniently yields a hierarchical image segmentation.
The hierarchy is a tree in which the topmost layers house
coarse, containing large segments. The lowest layers are
fine grained, having small segments that are children
of the segments in the upper layers. Moreover, child
segments are wholly contained by their single parent;
this is not necessary for us but is a useful property
c
A
a b
Fig. 2. A schematic diagram of a hierarchical segmen-
tation. Upper layers hold large, coarse-scale segments
such as A, which break into small segments in child layers
such as a, b, and c. Each layer partitions the whole image.
In a UCM for this example the dark edge would have value
2 (it appears in 2 layers) but the light edges would have
value 1 (they appear in one layer only).
because smaller regions (e.g. eyes) are contained inside
larger regions (e.g. faces). Figure 1(b) shows the weighted
contour map of Figure 1(a)’s hierarchy, containing a total
number of 98 levels.
This hierarchy is neatly contained inside a single
image called an Ultrametric Contour Map, (UCM) [22].
An UCM is similar to an edge map in that is marks
boundaries between objects, but there are two signif-
icant differences. (i) An UCM can be thresholded to
create a segmentation, with different thresholds creating
different levels. (ii) The UCM edges are computed not
just between luminance gradients but between color and
texture gradients too [35]. A UCM can contain hundreds
of levels, which makes using it difficult. A UCM is
schematically depicted in Figure 2.
We filter the hierarchy to create a new UCM, which
reduces the number of levels by an order of magni-
tude [23]. Thus we generally deal with about 15 levels
of hierarchy rather than about 200. This filtering process
4is meaningful as it yields segmentation hierarchies of
manageable sizes, hence important later in rendering
and user interaction. Figure 1(c)-(d) exhibit three rep-
resentative levels (top, middle and bottom) of the fil-
tered hierarchy (8 levels). It can be observed that the
filtered hierarchy tends to have a helpful coarse to fine
structure: the top level (Figure 1(c)) has the body of
the bird segmented as a whole, while the tail among
others were singled out in the middle level segmentation
(Figure 1(d)) and the bottom level (Figure 1(e)) tends to
have both the bird and background over-segmented.
Our approach depends on image segmentation and
shape classification, so it might be argued that the qual-
ity of these algorithmic components limit the aesthetic
value of our output. However, this argument carries
weight only when the aim of image production is to
maintain some semblance of recognisable parts in the
output, because then the segmentation algorithm must
yield semantic regions, and the classifier must produce
sensible shapes. However, if total abstraction is the aim
then the argument carries less weight, because abstract
pictures do not have to possess any direct correspon-
dence to the source.
5 FITTING SIMPLE SHAPES TO REGIONS
Having segmented an image, we are able to fit a selection
of shapes to each region. Specifically, we fit five shapes:
circles, rectangles, triangles, superellipses and a “robust”
version of the convex hull. Choosing the best shape from
amongst these alternatives is the role of our classifier,
and so far as we know is unique in shape fitting. Here
we describe only how we fit each of the specific shapes
mentioned to an image region, and the classifier that
selects the best shape for each region is introduced in
the next section.
Voss and Su¨ße described a powerful method for fitting
a variety of geometric primitives by the method of
moments [36]. The particular primitive fitted is selected
by the user. The data (the boundary of a segment) is first
normalized by applying an appropriate transformation
to put it into a canonical frame. The fitted geometric
primitive is then simply obtained by taking the geo-
metric primitive in the canonical frame and applying
the inverse transformation to it. We have applied this
approach to fit circles, rectangles and triangles. Let the
number of parameters describing a geometric primitive
be m and the number of transformation parameters be
n; it is these parameters that are user specified. In the
cases of circles and triangles the similarity (n = 4) and
affine (n = 6) transformations are used respectively.
Since in both cases m ≤ n the geometric primitive can
be found directly. In the case of the rectangle (m = 5)
there is no general transformation group for the class of
all rectangles. Therefore, Voss and Su¨ße use a similarity
transformation, and so an m − n = 1D optimization is
required to completely determine the fit [37].
As an example, further details of rectangle fitting are
given. The standard rectangle in the canonical frame
is taken to be centred at the origin and aligned with
the axes. Its area is set to a, and so the coordinates of
its vertices are (± 1
2
√
a,± 1
2
√
a). The normalization steps
for fitting a rectangle are as follows, where the goal is
to normalize the data such that its geometric moments
mij match those of the canonical rectangle and become
m00 = 1,m10 = 0,m01 = 0,m11 = 0:
1) Normalise the position by translating the data by
(−m10,−m01) so that its centroid is at the origin.
2) Normalise the orientation by a rotation of −φ
where tan 2φ = 2µ11µ20−µ02 and µij are the central
moments of the data.
3) Perform scaling in X and Y by 1√
a
. Since a is
unknown it is determined by a least squares op-
timization between the following moments of the
standard rectangle – M20(a) =
1
12
a,M02(a) =
1
12a ,M40(a) =
1
80
a2,M22(a) =
1
144
,M04(a) =
1
80a2 –
and the corresponding moments of the normalized
data.
To fit superellipses a closed form solution is not avail-
able using the above approach. A superellipse centred on
the origin with axes aligned with the co-ordinate system
can be represented by the following implicit equation:
(x
a
) 2
ε
+
(y
b
) 2
ε
= 1.
The ideal distance measure to minimise would be the
shortest Euclidean distances between each data point
and the superellipse, but this is expensive to compute.
An alternative commonly used in the fitting literature is
the algebraic distance, which for the superellipse is given
by
Q(x, y) =
(x
a
) 2
ε
+
(y
b
) 2
ε − 1.
Although simple and efficient to use, the algebraic dis-
tance has the disadvantage of a curvature bias; that is,
it produces relative underestimates near high curvature
sections of the superellipse compared to low curvature
sections. Since errors are underestimated near high cur-
vature sections then these data points will have less
effect on the fitting than other points, which tends to
cause the eccentricity of the fitted superellipse to be
overestimated.
Instead, we follow Rosin and West [38] who provide
a simplification of the shortest Euclidean distance that
avoided the curvature bias. For a superellipse centred
at the origin and aligned with the co-ordinate axes, they
minimised the Euclidean distance dp from the data point
(xp, yp) to the point (xs, ys) on the superellipse along the
ray that passes through (xp, yp) and the centre of the
superellipse (0, 0), where:
xs =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
1
1
a
2
ε
+
(
yp
xpb
) 2
ε
∣∣∣∣∣∣
ε
2
ys = xs
yp
xp
5Fig. 3. Left: Standard convex hull fitted to region; Right:
Robust convex hull fitted to region
To avoid evaluating complex roots for negative values,
the symmetry of the superellipse allows xp and yp to be
replaced by their absolute values.
The summed distances along these rays are minimized
using Powell’s method for non-linear optimization [39]
which just requires the term being minimized to be
evaluated. The optimization is initialized by fitting an
ellipse to the data. A superellipse not in the canonical
position and orientation can be described as
(
(x− xc) cos θ − (y − yc) sin θ
a
) 2
ε
+
(
(x− xc) sin θ + (y − yc) cos θ
a
) 2
ε
but since it is not longer symmetric in all four quad-
rants, complex roots cannot be avoided by simply using
absolute values. Therefore optimization is performed by
inversely transforming the data rather than transforming
the superellipse model which is kept in its canonical
position.
The convex hull is an attractive symbolic represen-
tation of a shape on two counts. It is generally more
compact (using only a subset of the original polyg-
onal vertices), and also perceptually simpler since all
indentations have been removed. However it has two
limitations: it is insensitive to the size and shape of all
indentations, and is also too sensitive to protrusions.
To overcome these problems Rosin and Mumford [40]
suggested a “robust” version of the convex hull, which
is the convex polygon that maximises the area overlap
with the input polygon. To compute the robust convex
hull they used a genetic algorithm which is the approach
followed here (alternatively a dynamic programming
solution has been described [41]). The genetic algorithm
represents solutions as bit-string chromosomes in which
a subset of the vertices of each each region boundary
are selected. These chromosomes are “repaired” to make
them valid solutions by replacing them with their (stan-
dard) convex hulls. The quality of an individual is de-
termined by its overlap with the original boundary; this
is calculated by computing the exclusive OR operation
of the two polygons. A standard steady-state genetic
algorithm with mutation and one-point crossover is then
applied to find the best individual. An example is shown
in Figure 3 in which a region is fitted with the standard
and robust convex hulls. While the mis-segmentation
at the bottom has had a large effect on the standard
Fig. 4. Results of fitting shapes of a single type to Level
1 and 4 respectively. Left Column: Fitting Rectangles;
Middle Column: Fitting Triangles; Right Column: Fitting
Robust Convex Hulls
convex hull the robust convex hull is hardly effected,
and provides a much better representation of the shape.
Results of fitting various user defined shapes to the
two levels in the segmentation hierarchy shown in Fig-
ure 1(c) 1(d) are given in Figure 4.
6 AUTOMATIC SHAPE TYPE SELECTION
Recall that in the abstract art of interest here objects
are made up of a collection of simple shapes. In our
case we must replace each region in a segmented image
with one of the canonical shapes. This could be done
interactively, or a forced choice could be made such as
always choosing a robust convex hull; the first option
is tedious for the artist — the second leads to tedious
artwork for viewers. We therefore automatically select
the best simple shape from amongst a set of canonical
alternatives. To the best of our knowledge our automatic
shape selection is unique and so is key to the contribution
of this paper.
We considered several varieties of information theo-
retic approaches, to decide which canonical shapes was
best. However, we found none corresponded well with
subjective judgements of which qualitative shape to use.
The situation is somewhat analogous to using root mean
square error (RMS) to measure the quality of different
image decompression algorithms: it is well known (if
only anecdotally) that a small RMS error does not nec-
essarily imply a high quality algorithm, and conversely
that a high RMS error does not always imply a low
quality algorithm. Figure 5 exhibits results of automatic
shape selection using a simple RMS error. It can be seen
that these selections tend to be relatively random and
6Fig. 5. Naive automatic shape selection results using a
simple RMS error. Left to right: selection results of Level
1 and 4 respectively
even odd in some cases, such as the large superellipses
fitted to the background, but for regions (such as the
peck) that are more or less “perfect” geometric shapes
(ellipse in this case), the fitting is rather accurate as
expected. Perhaps a more important downside of using
RMS error is that it doesn’t allow subjectivity, a key
element in art making, into the process.
With this in mind we opted in favor of a trained
classifier. The fact that classifier is supervised allows
considerable flexibility — many users can train the
system so that the shapes chosen represent some kind
of average, or a single user might wish to bias the
classifier in favor of a particular shape. We now explain
our classifier and how we trained it, starting with an
overview before providing further details.
Automatically selecting appropriate shape models
is done using a standard supervised classification
paradigm. Specifically, we construct a C4.5 decision
tree [42] through a learning process governed by a
human user. In our case the user collects a set of train-
ing regions, then labels each region with the name of
a canonical shape, such as triangle, rectangle, and so
on. This human labeled data provides a ground truth
upon which the classifier is constructed. To do this our
system optimally fits each of the canonical shapes to
each labeled region, and then gathers statistics about
the fit. As explained below, these statistics are used as
elements of a feature vector that characterize the fit of
all canonical shapes to the labeled region. These labeled
feature vectors are used by the system to build the C4.5
decision tree, as described in [42].
6.1 Features
As mentioned, each region is described by a feature vec-
tor. These features are the basis for making the decision
regarding which is the most appropriate canonical shape.
Our feature vectors comprise statistics that describe the
probability distribution of the unsigned errors between
the region and each of the fitted shape. We obtain a
set of errors by choosing a set of points around the
region boundary and measuring the shortest distance
to the fitted shape. The shortest distance is determined
using the distance transform. These errors are invariant
to translation and rotation, and are further normalised
for scale by dividing by the square root of the area of
the region.
Using the summed error as a single value to de-
scribe the quality of fit for each geometric model is
not sufficient to decide which canonical shape is best
according to aesthetics and perceptual criteria. Indeed, it
is easy to construct examples in which the best canonical
shape does not have a lower summed error. Instead, the
histogram distribution of unsigned errors is considered,
and summarized by the following statistics: mean, µ,
standard deviation, σ, skew ρ, and kurtosis κ. If there
are N error measures, ei, these are defined by
µ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
|ei| (1)
σ =
[
1
N
∑
i=1
N(|ei| − µ)2
]1/2
(2)
ρ =
1
σ3
N∑
i=1
(|ei| − µ)3 (3)
κ =
1
σ4
∑
i=1
N(|ei| − µ)4 − 3 (4)
We collect N = 4 such numbers for each canonical shape,
and consider five canonical shapes. Thus each region is
associated with twenty numbers
f = [µ1, σ1, ρ1, κ1, µ2, σ2, ...κM ], (5)
which is its feature vector.
Figure 6 shows an example of fitting the canonical
shapes to a region. It can be seen that the rectangle,
superellipse and robust convex hull provide better fits
than the circle and triangle, and this is reflected in the
distribution of their residual errors. In particular, the
errors are packed close to zero in ‘good fits’ whereas
the errors are more evenly distributed for ‘poor fits’.
6.2 The classifier
The basis of a C.45 decision tree is that each feature
can be used to make a decision that splits the data into
smaller subsets. This can be regarded as partitioning
feature space into equivalence classes using axis-parallel
hyperplanes. The method places the most informative
feature closer to the root of the tree; the degree of
information is measured by an entropy based measure,
namely Normalized Information Gain. Given a set S of
items, each with a class label drawn from the set of M
classes Ci, then the entropy of S is defined to be
I(S) = −
M∑
i=1
F (Ci, S) logF (Ci, S)
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Fig. 6. Above: shapes fitted to a region (circle, rectangle, triangle, superellipse and robust convex hull). Below:
histograms of normalised residual errors for the region and the above shapes.
where F (Ci, S) is the relative frequency of items in S
with class label Ci. If the set of items S is partitioned
into m subsets S1, S2, . . . Sm, then the Normalized Infor-
mation Gain is calculated as
NIG({Si}m1 ) =
(
I(S)−∑mi=1 |Si||S| I(Si))(
−∑mi=1 |Si||S| log |Si||S| ) .
For numerical features (as used in this paper) the de-
cision at a node in the decision tree is of the form
feature value ≤ threshold. To calculate the effectiveness
of a feature, all instances in S are sorted, and the
mean of each adjacent pair of features determines a
threshold value. The threshold maximising Normalized
Information Gain is selected. The data is recursively
partitioned using a divide and conquer algorithm until
no improvement in the classification of the training data
is possible. However, this generally leads to overfitting,
and so a subsequent pruning stage is applied to the tree
in which subtrees that provide little predictive accuracy
are replaced by leaves.
6.3 Classifier training
Following this approach, we selected two training im-
ages not used in this paper (shown in Figure 7). We
segmented them using the segmenter described in Sec-
tion 4. The different granularities used provided a large
variety of over 100 regions. A feature vector is then
computed for each one, and training data is generated
by ascribing the labels with the name of ‘superellipse’,
‘circle’, ‘triangle’, and ‘rectangle’ only, with ‘convex hull’
being the default label.
As previously mentioned, a key property of the pro-
posed supervised training approach to automatic shape
selection lies with the degree of flexibility it offers. It is
important to recognise that the shape classifier is trained
by a user, consequently the ‘best’ shape chosen can
have a subjective quality. The consequence of training
Fig. 7. The two training images used in this paper
is that it allows for both (i) aesthetic considerations to
be incorporated, overriding fitting errors, and (ii) allows
the user to customise the classifier so that different users
can generate different styles — or a single user may want
to be able to generate multiple styles.
Figure 8 illustrates three classifiers each trained by
a different user. It shows that user preferences can be
integrated. Classifier 1 is trained by someone more con-
8Fig. 8. Comparison of renderings (Level 1 and 4) from
three classifiers. Left to right (column-wise): classifier 1,
classifier 2 and classifier 3 (default used to produce all
renderings in this paper)
servative, in that more shapes were labelled as ‘convex
hulls’ being the most ‘accurate’ fits. Classifier 2 on the
other hand, offers the most abstraction among the three
– the user used more ‘superellipses’ and ‘rectangles’
in his training set. The third classifier offers a more
balanced selection of shapes and is the default one used
throughout this paper. It is important to note that no
‘best’ classifier exists, since users often disagree with
each other towards the assignment of shape labels, or
one might just be feeling adventurous and artistic on the
day. Overall, this training process implicitly addresses
differences in stylisation. To further analyse the aesthet-
ics and other perceptual differences between the learnt
stylisations would require user studies, and is outside
the scope of this work.
7 RENDERING SHAPES
We can now fit shapes to each region from a given
segmentation and automatically select the best fit among
those. Segmentations at a coarser level can yield large
and more abstract shapes; whereas, detailed segmen-
tations often result in shapes that are too small and
overly detailed. What we really want is to preserve
an appropriate amount of details, while keeping the
abstractness. In this paper, for a segmentation hierarchy
of N levels, we found that using the first level and the
middle level (i.e., N/2) produces renderings of appropri-
ate abstraction. However, such appropriateness is subject
to the artistic judgements of the authors. We allow for
user interaction to accommodate subjectivity into the
process, as explained towards the end of this section.
7.1 Level-of-detail control
However, simply overlaying shapes from the top layer
onto the bottom layer will produce renderings of limited
abstraction – as the previous layer will be covered by
the next layer. We resolve this issue by treating the top
layer of larger/coarser shapes as “background” and the
bottom one with smaller and detailed shapes as “fore-
ground”. We then filter the detailed shapes on the top
layer by their corresponding shapes underneath. More
specifically, we only render shapes from the top layer
whose color deviates from that of the shape underneath
above a certain threshold. Hertzmann also used color
differences to place strokes on top of those already
painted in his stroke rendering work [10]. Unlike him,
we measure color differences in terms of just noticeable
difference (jnd) in CIELAB color space. For instance, take
two colors, (L1, a1, b1) and (L2, a2, b2), we define their
color difference ∆E12 as follows
∆E12 =
√
(L1 − L2)2 + (a1 − a2)2 + (b1 − b2)2
jnd
where jnd ≈ 2.3 in CIELAB color space [43]. Therefore,
in general, ∆E measures how many jnds one color
deviates from another. By placing a threshold on ∆E, we
can control the level of detail to render on the top layer;
increasing the threshold results in fewer shapes being
rendered and vice versa. For all results in this paper, a
constant threshold of 5 is used on ∆E.
When it comes to rendering shapes into a framebuffer,
the ordering of shapes can play a role in the final output
as well. This is because of the fact that shapes fitted often
overlap each other and which one comes on top can
confuse the viewer’s perception. We tackled this problem
by introducing a shape fitting error τ . Shapes with large
fitting errors are rendered before those with smaller er-
rors. Given a shape model s and its corresponding region
r, we denote the area of s by S and similarly R for r, then
τ is defined as the following ratio, |⋂(S,R)|/|⋃(S,R)|,
which is a form of Tanimoto similarity score, calculated
on a per pixel basis. The idea is then to lay down shapes
according to their assigned fitting error. In practice small
regions tend to produce smaller fitting errors, hence they
are likely to be laid after large regions as details.
7.2 User interaction
We optionally allow the user to edit the rendering in
two ways. Firstly users are able to change the level
of detail by altering which layers of the hierarchy are
used. Figure 9(a) shows the same image, but rendered
with increasing levels of detail. Secondly the user has
control over the individual shapes in the output image.
Any of the shapes can be selected and either deleted
or altered by changing the colour, rendering style, or
9(a) Rendering using different levels in the segmentation hierarchy. From left to right, first level only, middle
level on top of first level and the bottom level on top of both first and middle levels.
(b) An example rendering after user
interaction
Fig. 9. Rendering detail control
shape type fitted to the region (circle, triangle, ect..).
Figure 9(b) offers a “paper cut-outs” rendering where
the background is abstracted as a collection of circles.
More examples of renderings via user interaction are
exhibited in the next section, together with a collection
of automatically generated ones.
8 RESULTS: A GALLERY OF RENDERINGS
This section exhibits a collection of shape rendering
results. Here we only show a few of the many possible
media emulations, we could have included watercolor,
stained glass, mosaics, Chinese paper cut-outs or any of
the many techniques that have been developed in NPR
over the years.
We begin with two renderings of the “bird” image
used throughout the paper shown in Figure 10. No user
interaction was performed in both renderings, but only
styles were altered. Top of the figure offers a “paper
cut-outs” style rendering, whereas the bottom rendering
emulates graffiti art.
Figure 11 demonstrates how simple user interaction
can help to produce better renderings. Original render-
ing is shown in the middle, where the final rendering
(bottom) has all background shapes removed.
Another set of renderings are shown in Figure 12. It
shows a source photograph and two outputs from our
system, one automatically produced (middle) the other
with user editing (bottom). The rendering in the middle
exhibits the “paper cut-outs” style and the bottom one
rendered in “cartoon”. Color editing was performed on
the bottom rendering to create a very different look: the
large square in the background was changed to blue,
the colour of a green convex hull near the top left was
changed to grey and that of a convex hull near the top
left was changed to yellow.
Figure 13 offers another set of renderings, middle
one in “paper cut-outs” and bottom in wood mosaic.
The rendering in the middle is automatically produced,
whereas the bottom one was done under user inter-
action. Different to the previous example where shape
colours were altered, we only change shapes in this
example. In particular, all the shapes which form part of
the car have been left unchanged, all others have been set
to squares, resulting in fourty shapes changed in total.
Figure 14 exhibits another set of renderings with
user edits in all aspects allowed, i.e., hierarchy, shape
type/color, and style. The “tree” in Figure 14 was ab-
stracted as a circle as opposed to a “convex hull” and its
shadow changed to a rectangle, colors of the top three
shapes in the sky were also changed to boost aesthetic
quality.
Finally, we conclude the gallery with a rendering of the
famous “Dora Maar” painting by Pablo Piccaso, shown
in Figure 15.
It is worth noting that our method relies on state-
of-the-art image segmentation techniques to produce a
hierarchy of regions. However, despite the many exciting
advances to-date, image segmentation is still largely an
unsolved problem. For example, it might be subjectively
argued that the top layer of the “plane” in Figure 12
is over-segmented, hence producing a number of un-
desirable shapes overlaying the bottom layer (e.g., on
the body of the plane), and the surplus region ap-
pearing to the right and under the tree in Figure 14
also seemed odd. Solving the segmentation problem is
beyond the scope of this paper, alternatively we allow
user interaction in the process to facilitate the removal
of these artefacts. One interesting future work would be
increasing the flexibility of user interaction. For example,
individual shapes should not only be removable, but
also addable to the present rendering based on user
10
Fig. 10. Two renderings of the “bird” image
feedbacks such as mouse clicking.
9 CONCLUSION
This paper’s contribution to NPR is that we have moved
towards automatically creating more abstract art than
was previously possible. More specifically, the art we
synthesized was influenced by artists such as Kandinsky
and later Mattise who advocated the use of geometric
shapes. Shape simplification is the key to delivering
the level of abstraction resembled in such type of art.
Fig. 11. From top to bottom: original image of a duck, an
automatic “paper cut-outs” rendering, and one after user
removal of the background
Importantly, we can automatically select which shape fits
the best among a few that we can fit. We are also able to
combine shapes of various granularities and so preserve
appropriate amount of detail.
The automatic shape selection step involves super-
vised learning and the classifier can be re-used once
trained. No further input is required unless one wishes
to paint with an advanced media style — but control
of that part lies rightfully with other literature. In the
gallery of Section 8 we exhibit direct output that is
similar in abstraction to Kandinsky et al, a cut-paper
11
Fig. 12. Original image of a plane, and two artistic
renderings
effect as used by Matisse in his later works, as well a
more traditional media of oil and crayon paintings.
In conclusion, it is clear that shape simplification is
able to support the creation of synthetic artworks of a
more abstract nature than before. There is plenty of scope
for future work in this area.
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Fig. 13. Original image of a street scene in Miami, and
two artistic renderings
12
Fig. 14. Original image of a landscape scene, and a
“cartoon” rendering
Fig. 15. A paper-cut rendering of the “Dora Maar” painting
by Pablo Piccaso
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